CCJ Brown Bag Lecture Series

2011 – 2012 Academic Year

The COAS Dean’s Office Conference Room, 51/3201

All Lectures: 12-1 pm

- Wednesday, September 14 * Dr. Michael Hallett
  The Sociology of Former Prisoners in Liquid Modernity

- Wednesday, October 5 * Dr. Alicia Sitren
  Testing Deterrence Theory with Offenders:
  The Empirical Validity of Stafford and Warr's Model.

- Wednesday, November 9 * Dr. Dan Pontzer
  Focal Concerns of Prosecutorial Charging Decisions

- Wednesday, January 11 * Dr. Beth Bailey
  Minors in the Adult Criminal Justice System:
  How Young is too Young?

- Wednesday, February 8 * Dr. Jeremy Carter
  Talk or Action: Implementing Intelligence-Led Policing

- Wednesday, March 7 * Dr. Brenda Vose
  Predictive Validity and the Impact of Change in Total
  LSI-R Score on Recidivism

- Wednesday, April 11 * Dr. Jennifer Wesely
  Being Female: The Continuum of Sexualization

Sponsored by the Dept of Criminology & Criminal Justice
University of North Florida
1 UNF Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32224
904/620-1724